Spotlight To Focus Tonight On Senior Hop; Sorority Dances Will Conclude Week-End

IS CHAIRMAN

Clayport Club Eskimos to Play
At Hotel Roof Garden

"NEWS' LISTS COUPLES
Hamann and Senior Committee
To Welcome Guests at Ten Eyck

Highlights of the fall activity of the senior class come tonight at the roof garden of the Ten Eyck hotel, where the class-conducted its Brave Hop, featuring the music of Henry Heser and his Cleopatra Club Eskimos. Evelyn Hamann, vice president, in charge of this event, will be at the Ten Eyck.

Heser and his band are known to the nation's radio listeners who have heard his firecrackling Surriala radio hits over the facilities of the Columbia Broadcasting System. Heser is noted as an accomplished banjo virtuoso.

Tickets which are $2.00 may be purchased before or in the lobby tonight. Women should be in the hotel by 9:00 o'clock to return to their residence, according to the rule made this week by Residence council.

Chaparral for Hop are: Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth W. Liddell, both representatives of campus and society, and Mrs. William A. Moore, assistant dean of students. Mrs. Pauline C. Roper, dean of students; Dr. Milton L. Wheat, dean of the college; Miss Helen B. Flannard, manager of house affairs; Mr. George M. Viner, assistant professor of English; Mr. Howard A. Prout, resident assistant professor of mathematics, and Mrs. Deloff; Mr. Edward L. Cooper, assistant professor of mathematics; and Mrs. Cooper.

Committees appointed to assist Heser in this hop are: Mr. John Callan, chairman, Thomas L. Norrell, Henry K. Caperton, dean of students; Ralph Van Wyk and Auar Damon, majors; Mr. Charles H. Thomas Brown and Marion Barlow, editors; Herb Bolen, chairman; faculty committee chairman.

(Continued on page 7, column 1)

Inquiry Into Sets for Plays
Reveals Task of Stage Chair

The average acting stage is dedicated to the idea of developing practice methods in achieving ver-

r-1 and effects, and to being helpful to the class in the dramatic productions. The stage chair, Mr. William G. Hardy, in an interview, discussed this phase of the student production of the latest play of the school, "The Wild Duck.",

Most of the students at State attend the productions of the State dramatic club with enthusiasm and seldom lack in participating in the stage for each presentation. This task falls on the stage chair, who is also in the charge of the new set, which is the subject of this story.

In the future, the set will be a miniature and a position is planned on the practical application of the stage chair.

The steps in preparing the stage set, according to Mr. Hardy, are as follows: The first step is to build the set in a logical distribution of the back ground so that the settings and scenes will move from the audience's immediate vision.

In setting designs also it follows in the particular play. The stage set must reflect the heavy machinery of furniture that is used in the scene. For example, a table is a table, so that the stage chair. The set must be so arranged so that the dominant personality will face the dominant position. Other stage furniture must be so arranged to fill the set. The stage chair must consider the set and the settings. The window is a window and the stage chair is a stage chair.

The windows and doors are indispensible in the presentation of plays. These are the windows and doors that the audience see directly so they don't say "I told you so."

Two stages are being used for two sets are used in the set. The set must be so arranged that the dominant personality will face the dominant position. Other stage furniture and scenery are so arranged that the audience see directly so they don't say "I told you so."

Two sets are being used for the second set. The set must be so arranged that the dominant personality will face the dominant position.

The set is the set, the set must be so arranged that the dominant personality will face the dominant position.

To Have Holiday

State college will not be in sec-

The next item in the schedule of events will be the annual Christmas party, Dr. Bohmener, president, announced this week, to be held at the Junior House of the university. The party will be held on Wednesday, December 16, at 8:00 p.m. All students, faculty, and guests are invited to attend.

The festivities will include a program of music, refreshments, and a dance. The guests will be entertained by the Junior House, which is sponsored by the Student Council.

Krupa Delivers Drama Club Commencement Speech

On November 16, Mr. Krupa delivered the commencement speech for the Drama Club. He discussed the importance of the Arts in education, and mentioned the role of the arts in society.

Mr. Krupa emphasized the importance of the Arts in education, and mentioned the role of the arts in society.

The speeches delivered by Mr. Krupa were:

- "The Arts in Education," by Mr. Krupa
- "The Role of the Arts in Society," by Mr. Krupa

(Continued on page 7, column 1)
TheCOMMENTATOR

Editor's Note: The expression of opinion in the following columns of the NEWS is that of the editors and must not be construed to reflect the policy, official or otherwise, of the School of Journalism. All columns include the Commentator, Stateman, State's Stag, and Communicator columns.

Take It Or Leave It

Once again—point system committee has been appointed. Once again investigations have commenced. Once again charges have been received that the whole liberty of change swings into action once more.

We feel that the point system committee is a necessity. The process is not a new one. And we have the urge to quite the point system for the impossibility of giving the people all the time. You, even we have queried and questioned the committee's rulings on admission, bond, please may we do not ask the NEWS. We have begun to wonder likely if a point system which is subject to such yearly changes, can be anything but instability in our extra-curricular program. First, there are so many variables in our extra-curricular program. One man may be as much as an actor as he professors, yet bring the same number of points on the point board for his position. He may have the colour on other positions making a greatly amount of work. Red, complete market collapse. On the other hand, he may be half of a club, and complain of his inability to land another position, and lack of responsibility. The duties of office are many and various; the duties of office include such a wide range.

The second problem is the necessity of serving such utilitarian grades as the activity grade, and bond, please may we do not ask the NEWS. We have begun to wonder likely if a point system which is subject to such yearly changes, can be anything but instability in our extra-curricular program. First, there are so many variables in our extra-curricular program. One man may be as much as an actor as he professors, yet bring the same number of points on the point board for his position. He may have the colour on other positions making a greatly amount of work. Red, complete market collapse. On the other hand, he may be half of a club, and complain of his inability to land another position, and lack of responsibility. The duties of office are many and various; the duties of office include such a wide range.

The third problem is that Chairman Hamilton worked on the psychology of people who will vote against what they have rather than for something they like. He presumed an era of depression, or at least of false prosperity, and believed that people could be persuaded to vote against Roosevelt as they did against Hapsburg.

Third factor, perhaps, was the personality of the two candidates. The London newspaper buildup was too bad; it couldn't overcome the Roosevelt radio voice.

What the election means for the future usually stated by the New York Times: "The votes which have carried Mr. Roosevelt are votes cast by a large number of people who believe that his Administration has helped average business and labor to prevent the expenses of the past past and to conserve American institutions by adapting them to changing times. All this the Presidential victory means. It does not mean that he has led us out of the greatest depression."

Let's Do Our Part

It would seem that a few had the protected and to people college from the free society. Some health benefits have been offered by the students, sponsored by our liberal students, and this is quite typical of what happens all the different years.
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One reason why Mustang band is peppy

S.M.U. Sweetheart
Mary Ann Collins, drum majorette of the Southern Methodist University band, is the center of attraction wherever the Mustang musicians may follow their gridiron classmates in their try for another championship.

This is one reason for the defeat of the kicker's team

Blocked
Behind the 11-9-7 score by which Santa Clara defeated University of San Francisco is U. S. F. having four kicks blocked, and this is a vivid action shot of one of them. Peterson (44) is shown being hampered by Finney (31). Dougherty (14) and Bass as he tries to make a quick kick behind his own goal line. Peterson fell on the ball.

Here's one hole that'll soon be closed

Tackle
This photo was taken just a second before two burly University of Kentucky linemen stopped Georgia Tech's Ernest Thorpe after he made a seven yard gain through the Wildcats' line.

The game was a complete upset, with Georgia Tech downing Kentucky, 34 to 0.

Here's a hazing with all the old-time trimmings

Ducking
A typical old-fashioned hazing, done to the tune of a couple of good-sized paddles, is being administered to a Wayne University freshman by a pair of sophomores. The crowd seems to enjoy it almost as much as do the participants.
John A. McDowell also plays for Henry Ford Country Fair. The annual welcoming party for freshmen attending the Cortland Fair was held Oct. 4. Y. M. Y. C. members were given a tour of the dexterity contest with Gladys Chad and Grace Bryant.

Clan Group: They remember that Novia Scotia means "New Scotland." The group of students at Dalhousie University, Halifax, Nova Scotia, showed the gifted of their parents when they attended the Highland Games a month or so ago.

Ambassador Brundage Promotes. These matters. Make News.

A young Brundage made headlines two before he enrolled Eleanor Holle Bertie from 1936 American Olympic team. In 1936, at the age of 18, he was a track star running for the United States in the Olympics in Berlin. He was then enrolled out of the University of Illinois where he had won a 

Brundage Promotes Apartments, Games. LOU MELIER-Winner of Indianapolis Auto Classic. Southwind in one hand and Lou he was in the other. Lou showed Southside's inner strength by fighting back and going to face the future. Lou Melier was chosen head of the Amateur Athletic Union in 1928 and president of the American Olympic Association in 1932. In 1936, two years before he appeared these votes by Eighth chance to Eleanor Holle Bertie and Jane O'Leary, Lou Brundage was warned by the Los Angeles Olympic Committee to watch and not to dig. They made our final tour better—of a great race. Acting as "I have a Camel, I leave it; but I'm favored by a well feeling of well-being. Anderson; Camel can't get my name!"
Hurdler to End

Forces "vee" Towns, Olympic and world-champion hurdle, named for the University of Georgia grid squad immediately upon his return from his European triumphs. Here he is shown enacting hurdles and football as a junior pacer at Athens.

Experiment with Open Subsidization

Increased connection and the appearance of open subsidization of players is the most important single factor in the greatest amateur sports spectacle. In order that the open subsidization of players is the most important single factor in the greatest amateur sports spectacle—therefore subsidization legal, Pres. Tigert is shown presenting his resolution.

Over the Bars

Leonard W. W. Li and George Perspino go over the pole the as almost perfect double land during practices in at Norwich University, Northfield, Vt. —reprinted from photo by Ralph Brown.

Recordbreaker

First finish in history to reach the top

Although this is the first freshman to reach the top of the university's greatest pole. he failed to withstand the discrimination flag as the class of '40 at Beloit will wear green caps this year.

Singer

When Cecil Golley's orchestra banned pretty Josephine Broad from University when they sold radio rights last summer they had better idea of their own advantage, and she is now leading the band with them.

Worker

When Dr. Alexander C. Robey, president of San Francisco State College, is shown helping an off-campus student's case, which was filed.

Muscle and endurance come

from hard work

And these fourfold phases examine that they should be rewarded for their summer and fall work.

Although the crowd cheers

It was at this historic meeting... This Northwest Congress which approved open subsidization legal. Pres. Tigert is shown presenting his resolution.

Cheerleaders

"For us, for all M. Union!" Peggy Anne Lander danced their final note. Us.

Enzymes

The enzymes in the sense of importance. Yes, Dr. Roes (a) Dr. Roes have confirmed the theory that these chemical processes in the various take place in the manner of transformation of food stuffs.
He's Holy Cross' flyer fullBack

He made longest runback in 1935

A president crowns a queen

Royalty Big brother Joe Hansel, president of the University of Arkansas student body, did the honors when Mary Bagot was crowned queen of the freshman class.

A Bill Omskirk, great Holy Cross College fullback, is the ace that Coach Bream hopes he will do it many times this year—at least the runback of the 1935 season when he ran 102 yards for a touchdown.

This dress is for studying

Fashion Tip

The new 20's-30's dress will be the rage this fall. Many of these dresses have straight lines and a tone of blue and green, but are also spruced up. The skirt of one side may be part of a checked pattern.

Time for studying

DAE. Dr. Thomas J. Headlee of Rutgers University, who for years has been working on a death ray, says that the invisible death rays, created by a device he has perfected, will put an end to insects.

Minister brakes the day

The invisible death rays, created by a device invented by Dr. Thomas J. Headlee of Rutgers University, are nothing more than ordinary radio waves. Radio transmitters are used as generators for the death waves, but aluminum are employed. Insects placed between the plates of copper or tin antennae are killed in a few seconds, depending on the intensity of the current used, the distance of the insects from the plate, and the size of the current. This new death ray, Dr. Headlee says, could hardly be used as an instrument for personal defense. The current needed and the transmitter planes necessary to cover large fields are too strong and too bulky to be practical.

He made longest runback in 1935

Robert E. Yeas, stellar halfback on the Westminster College eleven, made the longest runback in 1935 when he ran 102 yards for a touchdown. Coach Green hopes he will do it many times this year—at least the runback of the 1935 season when he ran 102 yards for a touchdown.
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"Taping up" is a part of the daily routine of a football player.

And the Minnesota Gophers used more than three miles of tape during their trip to Seattle and back for the Washington-Minnesota game.

Three pairs for each player.

Like on a thoroughbred horse, the cleats on the shoes of football players vary according to the condition of the turf to be played on. Each player has three pairs of shoes, each with different cleats.

"Taping up" is a part of the daily routine of a football player.

A correspondent from the New York Times reports: "Tape is going to college, too!"

Ada Hoffman, eldest daughter of New Jersey's governor, is the first student of New Jersey College for Women to bring her own horse to college. It's named "Golden Brew."

Training doesn't stop during travel.

Here is shown the Pullman car that the Gophers have transformed into a miniature gymnasium for rub-downs and exercise when the 1935 national champions have long jumps between games.

Sturdy feet are a cardinal asset.

And Trainer Lloyd Steinsen sees to it that every player receives a footbath daily. Quarterback Bud Wilkinson is the subject of his attention in this picture.

They must not change water.

So the players are provided with the same kind of water at all times during the season. They transport as much as 200 gallons when they make long trips.

Our correspondent reports: "Yale Glee Club sticks to water."

Drys. Although members of the Yale University Glee Club toured this summer in the country most famous for wines, they were on a prohibition diet. This photo shows them at luncheon in their Paris hotel, and our correspondent thought it so strange a sight to see them drinking water he snapped their picture and sent it along to us.
Faculty and Alumni

State Announces Scholarships; Fifty-four of men who have
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State Political Poll Favor Roosevelt

(Continued from page 1, column 1)

All of the Communist votes were from urban areas.

Hoover Wins by 2-1 in 1932

In the 1932 straw vote held at State college, Hoover polled a total of 437 votes, Roosevelt 345, Norman Thomas, the Socialist candidate, 68; and Al Smith, Edgerton, James "Buckshot" Durante, and Emma Goldman, each received one vote.

The poll for the gubernatorial election in 1932 was close with Lieutenant-Governor Lehman receiving 375, Donovan 340, and the Communist votes were 10, 91, and 39 from urban areas.

Students in 1932 showed themselves as" Schnozzle "Durante, and Emma Goldman, received one vote.

The poll for the gubernatorial election in 1932 was close with Lieutenant-Governor Lehman receiving 375, Donovan 340, and the Socialist candidate 19 votes. This would indicate a split in the Republican ranks.

On the prohibition question, college students voted for enforcement, whereas.

Forecasts Democratic Win

We all agree on this... cigarette paper is important. For Chesterfield we use the best paper that we can buy. It is called Champagne Cigarette Paper. It is made from the soft, silky fibre of the flax plant. It is washed over and over in clear, sparkling water.

A lot of the pleasure you get in smoking Chesterfields is due to our using the right kind of cigarette paper. Chesterfield paper is pure, and it burns without taste or odor.

Hellenics

Colunmen resigned last weekend in striking contrast to what will happen this weekend. Hey, house dances.

The Ilia Phi girls had as guests Ray Stuart Branding, '39, and Carol Hill, '50, Jean Workman and Frances Levine, '50, made merry at Chi Sig. Dorothy Hodges, '39, who is 22 years old, teaching at Edgewood Park.

And still the pledges come. At E. B. Phi, Betty Covelich, '39, has taken the pledge vows. Ann Barrow, '39, and Rita Beaudet, '39, are wearing Gamma Phi Big pledge pins. Sigma Alpha takes pleasure in announcing Miss Vivian Gummo, from the Mathematics department, as a new hospitality member.

Freshman Class Revotes

The freshmen class completed the election of its officers at a meeting Tuesday, October 27. As a result of the final revote, James Quinn will be the class president, Walter Ransom, class vice-president, and Pauline Deane, secretary.

Pedagogue: Finished pictures here, Monday, noon. All students must pay when they receive their pictures.

Good Food and a Friendly Fire at the COFFEE SHOP

Wagar's Western at Quail

Remember this... two things make the smoking quality of a cigarette—the tobacco and the paper. The Champagne cigarette paper on Chesterfield is tested over and over for purity, for the right burning quality. Another reason why Chesterfield wins.

© 1939, Lindsay & Moss Tobacco Co.